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SHORT TRACK
The JRi Short Track shock was designed specifically for the demands of short track 
racing. From sanctioned shock rules to wide open late models, JRi has a variety of  
options to provide a winning shock solution for your short track car, dirt or asphalt. 
Take advantage of JRi’s advanced design and technological innovation and gain  
the competitive edge with the highest performing, most consistent short-track  
shock on the market.

ADVANTAGES
Custom designed specifically for short tracks

Unmatched grip and consistency

High performance designs

Tunable frequency response

Reduced hysteresis

Custom lengths and configurations available

Reduced friction

At track private testing
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https://www.carid.com/jri-shocks/
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ASPHALT MODIFIEDASPHALT LATE MODEL

Triple Adjustable Super & Pro 
Late Model

Single Bleed 
Adjustable Asphalt Modified

Description Application Description Application

The JRi triple adjustable late model shock was designed 
and developed to allow high and low speed rebound 
adjustment in the shaft. The remote reservoir contains a 
larger nitrogen chamber with compression adjuster.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Large adjustment range to cover any track condition

Six position compression adjuster

Twelve sweep high speed rebound adjuster

Forty click low speed bleed adjuster

Race proven with numerous wins 
and championships

Part Numbers: 200:128-131

The JRi short track shock is race proven with multiple wins 
and championships. With 64 clicks of bleed adjustments 
and a base valve design this shock is ideal for your asphalt 
modified.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Increased frequency response

Improved grip

Reduced friction

Improved repeatability

Multiple lengths available

Part Numbers: 200:120, 124

"After trying many different types of shocks, 
JRi's have given me the grip, performance, 
and forward drive I have been looking for.  
If you don't run them, you're going to get  
beat by them."

Ryan Preece, 
NASCAR Whelen Modified Tour Driver

“With JRi, you just don'g get the best shock 
in the industry; you get the best shock com-
pany in the industry behind you.”

Daniel Hemeric 
Redbud 300 Winner

https://www.carid.com/suspension-systems.html


DIRT LATE MODEL DIRT MODIFIED - NON ADJUSTABLE

Remote Reservoir 
Double Adjustable Dirt Late Model Non-Adjustable  Dirt Modified

Description Application Description Application

The JRi ST/08 dirt track shock was designed specifically 
for the demands of short track dirt racing. From  
sanctioned shock rules to wide open late models,  
JRi has a variety of options to provide a winning shock 
solution for your dirt track car. Take advantage of JRi’s 
advanced design and technological innovation to gain 
a competitive advantage with the highest performing, 
most consistent dirt track shock on the market.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Canister design for larger nitrogen chamber

Standard lengths available

Six position compression adjuster

64 click rebound adjuster

Multiple piston options to maximize grip and feel

Non canister, single adjustable and non-adjustable 
also available

Part Numbers: 200: 125, 126, 134, 135, 161, 241, 276, 277

The JRi SL/10 and new IMCA legal SL/13 Steel Body 
Damper was designed with the same performance 
based technology that JRi incorporates in all of their 
products, while remaining cost effective for the racer.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Schrader valve SL/10 & IMCA legal hyper-screw SL/13

Double adjustable also available

Multiple piston options for maximum grip and feel 
with lift arm and pull bar style cars

5' coilover kit

Floating shaft bearing

Gas charged
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Non-Adjustable  Dirt Modified

The SL/14 steel body shock features a larger nitrogen 
chamber and smaller shaft diameter to greatly reduce 
rod pressure gain due to displacement and heat. The 
shock is available with or without a base valve for teams 
who want to run even lower gas pressures.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Large nitrogen chamber

1/2" shaft with jamb nut

Shrader valve with base valve option

Multiple piston options

DIRT MODIFIED - NON ADJUSTABLE

Description Application



NORTHEAST MODIFIED

Non-Adjustable  
Base Valve Northeast Modified

Description Application

The JRi ST/08 dirt track shock is used in the popular 
northeast modified small block and big block modified 
divisions. The base valve design provides maximum  
grip and feel plus is gas pressure tunable. New piston 
designs create the most grip at low shaft velocities and 
reduce the grip lost due to high velocity inputs.

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Low friction seals

Base valve design

Gas charged

Floating shaft bearing

2.5" coilover kit

Part Numbers: 100-149, 150

Single Adjustable Sprint & Midget

Description Application

JRi’s SB/09 Sprint car shock was developed with track 
testing by top wing and non-winged sprint car drivers 
and teams in the United States. The development of 
this shock has led to a range of options being available to 
suit the racing series you compete in. With the widest 
range of adjustment available on the market, you can 
tune your JRi shock quickly to suit the time constraints 
that sprint car racing demands. Want to switch between 
a non-winged and a winged sprint car? Not a problem 
with this shock. From a non-adjustable to triple  
adjustable, base valve or non-base valve, JRi Shocks  
has the right sprint car shock for you. 

TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
Increased nitrogen chamber

Single adjustable and cockpit adjustable available

Lightweight

Multiple piston options to maximize grip and feel

Coilover kits available

Part Numbers: 200-202:221

SHORT TRACK

SPRINT & MIDGET




